
The Boss Behind The Game Chapter 780 
“Looking at the surprised people who knelt on the ground and wiped their tears, Lu Wu and the players 
were speechless. ” 
 
Did he have to be so obedient? 
 
Where’s your imposing manner when you beat up the void bugs just now? 
 
“Lu Wu and the players were caught off guard by the surprised Clansman who instantly switched back to 
his “”hiding”” form, and they couldn’t react in time. ” 
 
“Looking at the surprised people below, Lu Wu was silent for a long time, and then he said,”” ” 
 
“””Tell me, where did you hide the stellar core!”” ” 
 
“As soon as he said that, all the members of the wonder race waved their hands in unison again, 
summoning a black hole. They took out pieces of star cores from their personal space and chose to offer 
them up without reservation. ” 
 
“Looking at the star cores that were all over the ground, Lu Wu and the players ‘eyes widened. ” 
 
He gave it to her just like that? Don’t take a roundabout route? A symbolic struggle would do! 
 
“The most, most, most important thing is that it seems like we can’t beat you at all. This is too practical! 
” 
 
“However, the surprised tribesmen’s thoughts were completely different from the players ‘. ” 
 
“In their opinion, if they died in the outside world, they would really die. It was the truth to keep their 
lives! ” 
 
It was said by the ancestor (self-righteous)! 
 
“Therefore, in front of their lives and resources, the amazed clansmen handed over all their precious 
star cores with snot and tears in their eyes. They didn’t dare to hold back because they were afraid of 
death. ” 
 
“In the face of such a cooperative clan member, Lu Wu and the players were a little embarrassed to 
make a move. ” 
 
“They had fought for so many years, but this was the first time they had seen such a cooperative race. ” 
 
“””Who is your leader?”” Thinking of this, Lu Wu opened his mouth and asked, ready to ask their person 
in charge. ” 
 
“At this moment, all of the astonished clansmen pointed their fingers at a Clansman who was wiping his 
tears in the crowd. ” 



 
“””It wasn’t me, it wasn’t me, I really didn’t … Wuwu!”” The surprised Clansman’s face changed in fear, 
as if he was about to be shot. ” 
 
“When Lu Wu heard this, he immediately turned his eyes to the surprised clan member and then 
opened the analysis function. ” 
 
[Force (surprised race)]: 
 
“*Creature details: controller of the wonder race, one of the seven Kings of the abyssal world. Possesses 
the strength of a peak great emperor (weakened by ten times in the outside world). He has inherited the 
extreme law ‘devour’ left behind by his ancestor who challenged the limit peak.+ Can absorb the target’s 
cultivation, abilities, talents, cultivation techniques, and all other abilities until the target dies and 
dissipates. (You can only absorb the abilities of three people at a time, and the target must be in a state 
of near death. If the absorbed target dies, you can use this extreme Dao law to absorb a new target.) ” 
 
“*Biological characteristics: weak, timid, overbearing, brave+ ” 
 
“*Biological state: fear, sadness, worry …+ ” 
 
…… 
 
“Seeing the analysis panel of the “”force”” of the controller of the amazed race, Lu Wu and the players 
were dumbfounded. ” 
 
“From the information on the interface, this guy was extremely strong. Peak great emperors were all 
Overlord-level existences in the outer-realm, and apart from the “”illusory realm”” super big shots, 
there were almost no opponents. ” 
 
“Moreover, this person had actually mastered extreme Dao laws. It was as if he was powerful and had 
cheated. ” 
 
“If this guy wanted to wipe them out, it would be as easy as turning his hand over. Other than Lu Wu, no 
other player could withstand his casual blow! ” 
 
“However, looking at the force who was kneeling on the ground, wiping his tears and snot with a 
wronged face, Lu Wu and the players felt like a “”pig”” who was equipped with a full set of top-tier 
equipment. ” 
 
One of the seven Kings of the abyss world? how could he be so embarrassed? 
 
“””If your ancestor knew you were like this, he might be angered to death!”” At this moment, a player 
could not help but ask. ” 
 
“””The ancestor said to let me live, so don’t kill me!”” The force whimpered. ” 
 
Lu Wu was speechless. 
 



The players were speechless. 
 
“They wanted to kill him, but they couldn ‘t. ” 
 
“Other than Lu Wu, there wasn’t even anyone who could break through the Force’s physical defense, so 
what were you afraid of? ” 
 
“However, the force didn’t think so. ” 
 
It was impossible not to be afraid. He was extremely afraid. He felt like he was going to die. He was 
going to die! 
 
“This was similar to the players in the past. They knew that they could be resurrected, so they were 
extremely strong-willed. ” 
 
“However, their strength was dependent on their resurrection. Without their resurrection, they might 
even have to worry about challenging weaker creatures, let alone stronger beings. ” 
 
“And in this aspect, the character of the wonder race was infinitely magnified, even more so than the 
players. ” 
 
“I’ll attack the abyssal world with a heavy fist, but I’ll be submissive in the outside world. ” 
 
“It was very much like the performance of a certain “”troll”” who was holding a staff and watching the 
group of players on the forum. ” 
 
“Therefore, the amazed clansmen in the outside world would be worried for a long time even if their 
skin was scraped, let alone fighting. ” 
 
“After all, their bodies couldn’t heal from external injuries. If they died, they would really die. How could 
they not be afraid? ” 
 
“””Hey, how about you give me the extreme Dao laws in your body?”” At this moment, Lu Wu spoke. ” 
 
“What he needed the most now was an extreme Dao law, but this kind of law could only be 
encountered and not sought. Now that he had seen it, he naturally wanted it. ” 
 
“””Wuwuwu, I want to give it to you too, but the extreme Dao laws are connected to my life. If I give it 
to you, I’ll die. Why don’t you go challenge the limit mountain? after you succeed, you can draw my 
extreme Dao laws!”” ” 
 
“The force that wanted to live didn’t mention how Lu Wu knew that he had the Gokudo path laws. He 
was afraid that he would be beaten up if he Knew Too Much, so he continued to wipe his tears and 
plead. ” 
 
Lu Wu was speechless. 
 
“Looking at the extremely embarrassing force, the players could not help but cover their faces. ” 



 
All the great emperors they knew had willpower that matched their cultivation. 
 
“Whether it was the three great emperors of the netherworld, or the three celestial emperors of the 
heaven realm, even qiuniu, who had not reached the Emperor realm, had trained his will to be as firm as 
a rock. ” 
 
“In comparison, this force had already broken the players ‘limits. ” 
 
“Indeed, in the vast outer space, any kind of weirdo could exist. This sentence really made sense. ” 
 
“If the force dared to resist, then Lu Wu would find a way to kill him and take away his power of 
extreme Dao laws even if he was no match for him. ” 
 
“However, looking at the force who was sobbing and wiping her tears, Lu Wu really couldn’t do it. ” 
 
“””He’s so F * cking cowardly. I’m starting to sympathize with him.”” ” 
 
“””This race is really weird. They’re even weirder than the death Legion we encountered (facepalm)”” ” 
 
“””Stupid officials, let’s Rob them. This time, we won’t Rob them of their lives. We’ll let them live!”” ” 
 
“””I’ve looked at the scene of them punching hard in the abyssal world again. I suspect that you’ve made 
a mistake in the live broadcast just now. There’s no doubt about it (covering face)”” ” 
 
…… 
 
“After taking a deep breath, Lu Wu calmed his emotions and looked at the force again.”” ” 
 
“””Force, I won’t kill you (although I might not be able to defeat you), but you have to tell me where the 
star core is produced!”” ” 
 
Lu Wu was very eager for a star core. 
 
“This was because such a precious resource was a rare material even in the glittering jewel world. Its 
value was even higher than that of “”Holy Spirit stones.”” If not for the fact that it was so rare in 
quantity, it could completely replace Holy Spirit stones as a currency. ” 
 
Lu Wu only saw her by chance when he was strolling around the Trade Center in the Linlang world. 
 
“At that time, he had decided to put the wonder race on the death list and purchased information about 
the wonder race from the Holy Spirit race’s Information Center. ” 
 
“As the saying goes, the common man is innocent, but it is wrong to keep a treasure. I have my eyes on 
your resources! ” 
 
“However, Lu Wu didn’t expect the process of invading celestial world to be so “”dramatic”” and the 
final result to be so dramatic. ” 



 
“In the face of Lu Wu’s question, force immediately sobbed and said,”” ” 
 
“””The star core … The star core is a resource in the abyss world. It can only be obtained there!”” ” 
 
“””I need more star cores, can you give them to me?”” Lu Wu immediately made his request. ” 
 
“””We’ll go down and get it now!”” The Force’s expression gradually became joyful. ” 
 
“Upon hearing this, Lu Wu and the players were expressionless. ” 
 
Wasn’t this akin to setting a pig back to the mountain to turn into a Tiger? this was an extremely 
undesirable choice. 
 
“””I don’t believe you!”” ” 
 
“””Then … Then, honorable intruders, why don’t you come with us to get it?”” Force said as he wiped his 
tears. ” 
 
I don’t believe you! 
 
“Thinking of the strange people who entered the abyss world and turned into abyss Titans, Lu Wu and 
the players felt that they would only be killed in seconds. ” 
 
“By then, the amazed clansmen would be able to punch them from the inside, and their heads would be 
smashed. They wouldn’t even have the ability to resist. ” 
 
“Therefore, entering together was definitely not a good idea. ” 
 
“After thinking for a while, Lu Wu said again,”” ” 
 
“””Origin force, are the star core resources inside rich? What’s your production?”” ” 
 
“””There are a lot of them. Every abyssal beast inside has a star core, and those giant beasts of the 
starry sky even have a star source core … However, the strength of the giant beasts of the starry sky is 
generally very strong, so we don’t want to provoke them!”” “”Yes!”” Force said meekly. ” 
 
“Lu Wu nodded,”” ” 
 
“””How about we cooperate?”” ” 
 
“””Please speak. Our clan is willing to satisfy all your requests!”” The force immediately spoke, and with 
a strong desire to survive, it directly changed Lu Wu’s cooperation to a request. ” 
 
“After switching back to the “”hiding”” form, the force could be easily thrown away. Integrity did not 
exist. ” 
 
“Staying alive was the truth, and only by hiding could one live a long life. ” 



 
“””To tell you the truth, I need a lot of star core resources, but we can’t get them in the abyss world, so 
we need your help. What are your conditions?”” ” 
 
“Lu Wu’s words immediately dumbfounded the surprised clansmen, who felt that this was very 
unscientific. ” 
 
“However, from Lu Wu’s point of view, what he wanted was to obtain the “”star core”” resources in the 
long run, not just harvest a batch and leave. ” 
 
“Of course, the conditions of the negotiation were in his hands at the moment, and he could fight for 
more favorable conditions for himself. ” 
 
“””Honorable invader, if you want it, we can go and get it. There’s no need for an exchange.”” The force 
was flattered. ” 
 
Lu Wu and the other players didn’t believe a single word of this. 
 
“Even if he agreed very well now, after he released the pigs back to the mountains, the shock of the 
clansmen’s heavy punches would definitely hurt … Without talking about conditions, it was completely 
unreasonable to pay without reason. ” 
 
“At this moment, the amazed clansmen were bowing and scraping in order to survive, and the words 
they had promised were simply unreliable. ” 
 
“And this time, Lu Wu really wanted to build a friendship with the people of the surprising clan. ” 
 
“He needed a lot of resources, and a star core was one of them. ” 
 
“However, only the members of the wonder clan had the ability to obtain such resources! ” 
 
“””Tell me, what do you need? I can find a way to provide it to you!”” Lu Wu said again. ” 
 
“””There’s really no need, honorable invader. We’ll definitely fulfill your request!”” Force said hesitantly. 
” 
 
“Hypocritical, hypocritical to the extreme. ” 
 
“If it weren’t for the fact that they had seen the shocking scene of the people of the abyssal world, Lu 
Wu and the players would have believed it. ” 
 
“””I say, stop pretending. I know that you can transform into abyssal Titans in the abyssal world and are 
very powerful. That’s why we understand you so well. Can you be more practical? everyone is so busy!”” 
” 
 
“Although his disguise had been seen through, the surprised Clansman still had a wronged expression on 
his face, and his attitude didn’t change at all. ” 
 



“He wiped his tears, snot, and sobbed … ” 
 
“He put on a weak, aggrieved, and pitiful attitude that only the weak could have. ” 
 
It was as if Lu Wu was bullying them by not agreeing to provide them with the star cores for free. 


